


Our productsCollaborative tools
Web & Domains
Cloud Computing
Events & Marketing
Streaming


kSuite, the ethical collaborative solution

Everything you need to collaborate effectively online.

Discover the apps included




kDrive
Store, collaborate and share your files


kChat
Communicate live with your teams


SwissTransfer
Send your files up to 50 GB free of charge


Custom Brand
Control the brand image of your products


Mail Service
Create your email addresses with your domain


kMeet
Organise your meetings online in complete security


kPaste
Share and encrypt your sensitive information


Chk
Link reducer & QR code generator




Find the web hosting solution you need


Compare our web hosting solutions




Domain Name
Reserve your domain name at the best price


Web Hosting
Create your website with over 100 CMS


Cloud Server
Power up your sites with guaranteed resources


SSL Certificates
Secure your websites with an EV or DV certificate


Site Creator
Create your website with ease


Wordpress Hosting
Create your WordPress website easily


Options

Domain Privacy
Protect your domains’ private data


FastAnycast DNS
Speed up your site access times


DynDNS
Access your devices remotely


Renewal Warranty
Secure your domains against loss and theft





Find the right Cloud Computing solution


Compare our Cloud solutions




VPS Cloud
Create a Windows or Linux server


Public Cloud (IaaS)
Create your projects in a high-end, ultra-competitive Cloud


Swiss Backup
Back up your devices in the Cloud


Housing
Install your servers in our data centers


Jelastic Cloud (PaaS)
Create your own customised environments


Very High Availability
Create a multi-data center infrastructure with customised SLAs


NAS Synology
Rent a NAS in our secure data centers


LLM API
Integrate our sovereign AI into your applications




Infomaniak Events, the independent local events portal
Online ticketing service with a wide choice of concerts, shows and events.

Discover all the events




Ticketing
Create your ticketing service and sell tickets


Access Control
Easily control access to your events


Guest manager
Automate your event invitations


Newsletter
Send your newsletters at competitive prices




Streaming radio
Create and broadcast your own live radio station online


Video-Streaming
Create and broadcast live events and TV online


VOD & AOD service
Host and broadcast your recordings without limits






SupportContact us
By chat, telephone or email

FAQs
1 000 FAQ, 500 tutorials and explanatory videos

Sales contact
For companies, NGOs and public authorities

Documentation for developers
API references

About support
Close to our customers and attentive to their needs

Premium support
Assistance 24/7



About us 


Ecological commitment
Discover our commitment

About Infomaniak
Our vision, our valuesOur teamsInfomaniak is recruitingPress and communicationBlog and news
Partners and resellers
Become an Infomaniak partnerConsult the list of partnersCreate a call for tendersSales contact
Security
Data confidentialityBug Bounty Program









My account


Ecology

PresentationOur ecological commitmentsCertificates and rewards









We pollute

Even if we offset all our greenhouse gas emissions by 200%


Find out how



But we have taken action to reduce our footprint. Since 2007.




Distribution of our CO2 emissions in 2021

Purchase/manufacture of servers and electronic equipment


Commuting to work


Total electricity consumption


Heating and cooling


Food and drink


Business travel and overnight stays


Waste and recycling


Offsetting our CO2 emissions



In 2021, Infomaniak generated  979,6 tCO2 eq.  To mitigate our environmental impact, we have funded projects in Switzerland and Nicaragua which will absorb 1959.2 tCO2eq for a total cost amounting to CHF 97,468.
See the myclimate certificate for 2021




We can only improve what we measure meticulously.

The CO2 emissions calculation covers all our activities and the life cycle of the products that we consume. Raw material extraction, production, transport, waste... everything is taken into account, even our employees’ daily commute! These measures are audited every year by SGS through the audit of our ISO 14001:2015 certification.











What pollutes most at Infomaniak? Purchasing new servers!










Here’s why:
As we use renewable energy and our data centers are cooled by natural outside air, our servers would have to operate for  7 to 10 years  for them to emit the same amount of CO2 as that generated by their production.
We’ve therefore decided to  extend the life of our servers  to 15 years. That means opting for more expensive servers which can subsequently evolve with more advantageous components.
The  performance  and  reliability  of our services are guaranteed by the redundancy of the services and our cloud infrastructure, which allows resources to be allocated on demand.
 The challenge ? To find the best compromise between:

	Our growing needs in terms of resources.
	Changing certain server components to enhance their performance and thus extend their service life.
	Disconnect the servers after 15 years of activity for reasons of poor energy efficiency.





We  constantly optimise  the use of resources.
When the resources of a server are not used, they are automatically allocated to other tasks, without for all that affecting the performances of the other services.  The result  is that we can provide more services with fewer servers and an equivalent performance level.
At the same time, our developers are constantly optimising our products to avoid consuming resources unnecessarily and to enhance the performance of our services (what is referred to as eco-design). Energy optimisation is based SOLELY on the equipment!







The travel and purchasing power of our employees also have an impact on our environmental footprint.







A bonus of up to  CHF 1'500 / year  to encourage our staff to adopt a soft mobility approach.


We make our employees aware of our environmental impact and encourage them to adopt environmentally-friendly behaviour in both their private and professional life.
A mobility plan also promotes more environmentally-friendly transport. This approach reduces our carbon emissions, improves the health of our employees and develops new virtuous habits. It is an investment!





Infomaniak is one of the 500 largest consumers of energy in the Canton of Geneva.


Emails, kDrive, data centers, etc. All our services are powered by local renewable energy

The electricity we purchase consists of 60% hydroelectricity and 40% green energy (solar energy and small hydroelectric facilities which protect natural watercourses and allow fish to move about freely). A 600 kWc solar power installation will be brought online in spring 2023 and this capacity is scheduled to be gradually increased until it produces as much energy as we consume.





In 2021 alone, we would have consumed 31% more electricity without our energy performance measures. That is the equivalent of 300 Swiss households.




We design  our own data centers, with no air-conditioning, so that they go beyond the energy efficiency standards of the market.







Our PUE figures are among the  best  in the world.
To achieve such a low energy efficiency indicator (PUE of 1,09 compared to a European average of 1,8), we only cool our data centers with filtered outside air and constantly adjust the ventilation according to real needs.
On average, our infrastructures consume 9 W for 100 W dedicated to the operations of our servers.
In 2019, our optimisation efforts once again enabled us to reduce our electricity consumption by 14.7%, and we won't stop there.








The Infomaniak data centers are cooled using filtered outside air.

Our energy inverters operate in standby mode. This might not seem much, but it allows us to  save 5% energy . Every watt counts.


Our electricity generators serve the community.

We generate 2.7 tCO2 eq / year to test the emergency electricity supply of our infrastructures which use fuel oil. When the local electricity grid encounters a problem, Swissgrid can make use of our generators to secure and stabilise the operations of the Swiss electricity network.


Our operational waste represents 0.53% of our CO2 emissions.






Incinerable waste 2.09 tCO2eq


Electronic waste 2.61 tCO2eq


Wastewater 0.43 tCO2eq


Recyclable waste 0.008 tCO2eq




Source:Greenhouse gas balance, 2021, myclimate

Do we really need that?
How will it be recycled?
Is it local and responsible ?

All purchases are subject to a preliminary analysis which enables us to determine precisely whether an alternative solution to purchasing could be envisaged. We also take account of the subsequent optimisation possibilities for the new equipment in order to extend its utility. We systematically prioritise local and responsible suppliers and we undertake to reduce our production of incinerable waste by 16% by the end of 2023 (compared to the volume of waste produced in 2019). We have weighed our waste since 2015, including in our offices. The next stage will be to reduce the volume of our electronic waste.


Financing projects to mitigate our CO2 emissions is a transitional solution that any company can  easily put in place.


We  offset our CO2 emissions 200%

This includes the production and disposal of servers as well as the production of the electricity we use and the travel undertaken by our staff.

100% in Switzerland and 100% in Nicaragua. Earth is  unique.

Our measures and calculations are not all perfect, trees grow slower than our emissions and we pollute both in Switzerland and abroad.

The choice to ensure 200% offsetting is therefore self-evident, and our participation is adjusted every year according to the quantity of CO2 that we emit.


Who protects the interests of the bees, the trees and the oceans?
1% of our growth is allocated to non-profit organisations which protect the interests of the natural world and aim to make environmental protection legislation more restrictive, in particular within our industry.













Boris Siegenthaler, co-founder, strategic director and environmental officer


Life is about making things that are sustainable, at least for a company.




Without the reduction in our emissions and the constant improvement of our energy efficiency, these mitigation measures are insufficient. We bear in mind the fact that their positive impacts are often subject to a time lag and are not necessarily deployed in the regions where our activities emit CO2. That said, offsetting is something that’s available to all companies. It is a simple first step which fosters awareness and a reduction in emissions.










Alexandre Patti, Compliance Officer (CO)


We cannot save the world by complying with the current rules because the rules need to be changed. Everything must change and this needs to start today.





Our environmental approach is certified by Recognised standards










































Discover our ecological commitments






We already do a great deal, but  we won’t stop there.


2022
Installation of a solar power plant with a capacity of 600 kW at the DCIII
































2022
Installation of a solar power plant with a capacity of 600 kW at the DCIII









You too can take part in our approach!
Choose committed service providers which promote a sustainable local economy in harmony with living things. Do you have an opinion, a comment or an idea that we could implement to improve our approach? We would love to hear from you.
Leave an opinion



Prices do not include VAT



Infomaniak
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Support
Assistance 7/7FAQ and guidesPremium SupportSales contactAPI RESTReport abuse

Partnerships
Become a resellerAffiliate programmeDirectory of partnersQuote requests

Ecology
Green hostingCertificates & awards

Follow our development

Subscribe!




I agree to receive the monthly newsletter and the new blog articles from Infomaniak. We respect your data and you can unsubscribe at any time.
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